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Turf Algae 
Key Characteristics: Short, fuzzy, algae growth on rocks; too small and too many 
speceies  growing together to identify specific species; grows in large matts 



Crustose Coralline Algae 
Key Characteristics: Pink in color; plate-like; grows on rocks; resembles coral  
but lacks polyps 



Gorilla Ogo 
Species: Gracilaria salicornia 

Key Characteristics: Clylindrical branches with constrictions at the intersections;  
large intermeshed mats and clumps; yellow to green to orange-brown 
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Prickleweed 
Species: Acanthophora spicifera 

Key Characteristics: Thin, pointed branches with spines; forms upright, bushy  
clumps; pale yellow to green to dark red 
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Hookweed 
Species: Hypnea musciformis 

Key Characteristics: Tips of axes and branches are flattened with broad hooks; 
may be attached to Sargassum or other algae; clumps or masses loosely 
intertwined; irregular branching; tendril-like 
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Asparagopsis taxiformis 
Key Characteristics: Red, pink to orange to blue; attaches to rocks; fluffy 
feathery tufts that meet at a point like the asparagus vegetable; soft and  
succulent; densely branched 
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Microdictyon spp. 
Key Characteristics: Grass-green; flattened blades made of a meshwork of fine 
connecting branches; resembles a fine, mesh net 
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Sea Lettuce 
Species: Ulva fasciata 

Key Characteristics: Smooth, flat, wavy, twisted blades; grass-green in color; 
blades very thin and translucent; upper portions may be divided deeply into 
many ribbon-like segments 



Ear Seaweed 
Species: Padina spp. 

Key Characteristics: Cylindrical branches; large intermeshed mats and clumps;  
flat calcified blades with rings that may be rolled into a circle or flat and broad; 
visible horizontal rings of calcification; resembles pencil shavings 
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Dictyota spp. 
Key Characteristics: Varies widely in color from yellow to dark brown and often 
iridescent; ribbon-like blades with repeated “Y” pattern; flat, small twisted  
blades 



Turbinaria ornata 
Key Characteristics: Pinecone-shaped with thick, stiff, toothed, cup-like blades 
with spines; usually isolated or in small groups, but occasionally forms large,  
low mats in high intertidal; light to dark brown in color 
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Sargassum polyphyllum 
Key Characteristics: Tough and bushy with spines; narrow, oblong blades; 
highly branched 



Lyngbya majuscula 
Key Characteristics: Coarse, wiry, filamentous tufts; black, chocolate brown 
to dark gray; resembles human hair 
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